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About This Game

Above is a virtual experience that place the player in the position of a stranded astronaut in space.
Join the main character in a visually stunning experience during the last minutes of his life.

Being minutes away from death, the human being let's his everyday problems behind to appreciate the true immensity of the
universe.

You will get a relaxing sensation and during those minutes be free.

Enjoy the continents and oceans of our homeplanet like you never seen before!
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Title: Above - VR
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
Patagoniart
Publisher:
Patagoniart
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 compatible dedicated GPU, 1GB video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Rec Req Soundcard for VR mode

English,French,German
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above ground swimming pools

Surprisingly fun and addictive gameplay, fast-paced and exciting. Definitely keeps you busy! I like the music a lot and just love
these Vive games for how interactive they are with the controllers. Really gets me into it!. Like I told my last wife, I says, 
Honey, I never drive faster than I can see. Besides that, it's all in the reflexes.. Played the beta and enjoyed it - smooth gameplay
and a nice soundtrack!. So for a game in Early Access this has to be one of the most polished, near complete feeling games I've ever
played.

I played through the first world in about an hour and the customization, abilities, character selection is all great.

In Warlocks you play as one of multiple characters on a mission to murder a bunch of shadow creatures in an attempt to something
something something save the world? I dunno I didn't really read the story cards.

Story aside. This game plays incredibly well.

I don't know how much more content there is, however, just with whats there in all the items (Oh, yea you get items to be a more
powerful Warlock) and the multitude of characters theres plenty of content to throw fireballs and poison darts at.

And I haven't even attempted any other modes but the story mode.

Worth your money.

Here's my first hour with Warlocks, and at the end I run through all the characters I had.
(It's probably still uploading it's so fresh)

https://youtu.be/jC4hKTu43zw

For more reviews and my bi-weekly podcast check out www.earlyaccesspodcast.com. What you see is what you get. BitRay
presents a series of physics based puzzles that require both logic and timing.
It has no save option, but the game is quite short as 15min is enough to complete it.
Worth a run if you get it a bundle.. This Dlc will increase your max level cap by 300, it will also add some items:

Change Dungeon: Rebeat Resort
\u30fbPlan: V Crystal Ring
\u30fbPlan: Vita Ring
\u30fbPlan: LL Ring
\u30fbPlan: Pop-up Ring
\u30fbKey Fragment
\u30fbA new colosseum battle

Well you could read the description to get all the informations instead of my Review. This is actually kind of a compelling digital
board game but god dammit I feel like owning this game by title alone puts me on some kind of watchlist. Great fun, tight precise
controls. I also grabbed it on Switch :D
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Cool flying game has pretty artwork and music. Kind of relaxing. Story is interesting. Handling feels kinda slow and sluggish
tho. Get to hire crew members and upgrade ships and stuff. Bonus missions on 60+ min cooldowns is annoying, not a deal
breaker, tho. I enjoyed my time with the game.

Yes I would recommend this game.. 1. Terrible user interface

2. And when you launch the interface it puts your purchased table\/s all the way at the bottom,
  making you scroll through all their locked purchasable tables first.

3. There's a bug where the interface starts to zoom in when you click the free Arnold table with your mouse.
  (and even though this bug has been known for months it's still not fixed!)

And I'm not too sure about the physics in the tables either, just feels off somehow.. Need this outfit for Drake in FGO!. It's kind
of like Jazzpunk, but instead of a noire/coldwar aesthetic, it has an A E S T H E T I C aesthetic. It's good.. what an awful game..
i have been playing this game for 1 and half hour.. and doing nothing.. stupid game... 4/10
bad for 2004 games , Boring just play around in jungle for presidents
i prefer marine sharpshoter 3. lovely game, good artwork and music. Fun puzzles and runs well so worthwhile if you enjoy
puzzle and hidden object games. plus its 6 games in 1 its awesome :D
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